Recent advances in next generation sequencing technologies make it affordable to search for rare and functional variants for common complex diseases systematically. We investigated strategies for enriching rare variants in the samples selected for sequencing so as to optimize the power for their discovery. In particular, we investigated the roles of alternative sources of enrichment in families through computer simulations. We showed that linkage information, extreme phenotype, and non-random ascertainment, such as multiply affected families, constitute different sources for enriching rare and functional variants in a sequencing study design. Linkage is well known to have limited power for detecting small genetic effects, and hence not considered to be a powerful tool for discovering variants for common complex diseases. However, those families with some degree of family-specific linkage evidence provide an effective sampling strategy to sub-select the most linkage-informative families for sequencing. Compared with selecting subjects with extreme phenotypes, linkage evidence performs better with larger families, while extreme-phenotype method is more efficient with smaller families. Families with multiple affected siblings were found to provide the largest enrichment of rare variants. Finally, we showed that combined strategies such as selecting linkage informative families from multiply affected families provides an optimum strategy with much higher enrichment of rare functional variants than either strategy alone.
Introduction
Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) employing dense single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) have successfully identified a large number of genetic loci for common complex traits . However, such approaches relying on common variants have, for the most part, only explained small proportions of the trait heritabilities. For example, the 13 common variants recently identified by two large consortia, Cohorts for Heart and Aging Research in Genomic Epidemiology (CHARGE) [Levy et al., 2009] and Global Blood Pressure Genetics (Global BPgen) [Newton-Cheh et al., 2009] , collectively explained less than 2% of blood pressure (BP) variance. More common variants are being identified through larger collaborative efforts in mega-consortia with gigantic sample sizes. A recent investigation by the International Consortium on BP (ICBP) identified 16 additional common loci for BP based on a total sample size of approximately 200,000. The 29 variants together explain less than 2.5% of the BP variance. The reliance on common variants is arguably becoming a barrier to further progress.
With the advance of high throughput next generation sequencing technologies [Metzker, 2010] , discovering rare variants with much larger effect sizes on a massive scale and in a systematic way becomes more feasible and affordable. Genetic dissection for common complex diseases requires a paradigm shift from the "common disease, common variant" (CDCV) hypothesis to "common disease, rare variant" (CDRV) hypothesis [Schork et al., 2009 ]. Even though rare and functional variants may have very small minor allele frequencies (MAFs), they are likely to have much larger effects [Bodmer and Bonilla, 2008; Schork et al., 2009; Zhu et al., 2010] . Their discovery may therefore explain a potentially large part of the "missing heritability" . In order to identify a rare variant through sequencing, it is necessary to ensure that a certain number of copies of the minor allele is expected to exist in the sequencing sample. From a statistical point of view, the more the rare variants are enriched in the sequencing samples, the larger the statistical power for testing their associations with the diseases. This is true in general for any type of study design. For family studies, it is well known that if one parent has a copy of the minor allele, then half of the offspring are expected to carry it. Therefore, variants that are rare in the general population could be very common in certain families. Here we examine some strategies for selecting such families in which rare variants are enriched. We carried out a simulation study to evaluate the efficacy of enriching rare variants via family-specific linkage information, extreme phenotype, and non-random ascertainments. For statistical analysis strategies involving rare variants, Bansal et al. [2010] recently presented a comprehensive review.
Simulation Study
We carried out extensive simulations to evaluate the three strategies for enriching rare variants using family data. A quantitative trait was simulated from joint effects of a "causal" SNP, a polygenic component, and a random component. The causal SNP has a MAF that varies from 0.1% to 5% in the general population. The minor allele of the SNP is assumed to increase the phenotype in an additive manner. Its effect size, measured as half the displacement between the two homozygous means, varied from 0.05 standard deviation (SD) units to 2 SD units of the simulated phenotype. A polygenic effect with 20% heritability was simulated to account for additional genetic effects other than the SNP. The rest of the phenotypic variance was generated from an independent and identically distributed normal random variable. A qualitative disease affection status was created for each subject using a liability threshold model. A subject was defined to be affected if the subject's phenotype was as least one SD larger than the phenotypic mean. This yielded a prevalence of 16% for the simulated disease in the general population. Effect sizes of the simulated SNP in terms of percent of phenotypic variance explained (R 2 ) in random populations are shown in Supplementary Table S1.
We simulated sibships ascertained by three different methods: 1) Sibships randomly drawn from the general population; 2) Sibships recruited through one affected sib (i.e., a proband); and 3) Sibships with all affected siblings. When simulating sibships ascertained through a proband, we did not restrict the other siblings to be unaffected; hence there could be more than one affected sibs in such sibships. To investigate the effect of family size, sibship size was varied from 2 to 5 while keeping the total sample size at 2,000 subjects, i.e., we simulated 1,000 2-sib families, 667 3-sib families, 500 4-sib families, and 400 5-sib families. Genotype and phenotype data for all possible ascertainment methods, sibship sizes, MAFs, and effect sizes of the SNP were simulated with 1,000 replications of each experimental condition. A microsatellite marker, used for linkage analysis, was simulated in linkage equilibrium with the SNP. Since the purpose of this exercise is to discover the causal SNP through appropriate sequencing, the SNP was treated as latent and therefore unavailable for linkage analysis. The microsatellite marker was assumed to be heterozygous "1/2" in fathers and heterozygous "3/4" in mothers, and zero recombination between the SNP and microsatellite marker was assumed within families. We performed variance component linkage analysis of the simulated family data using MERLIN [Abecasis et al., 2002] , and top linkage positive families were determined based on the family-specific logarithm of odds (LOD) scores.
Results

Enrichment through linkage information in randomly ascertained families
For a rare SNP, the minor allele exists only in a small percent of families in the general population. Therefore, we evaluated the possibility of using linkage information to subselect those few families that are most likely to segregate for the rare variants. We computed family-specific LOD scores and examined the MAFs in subsets of families with the highest family-specific LOD scores. We defined "enrichment ratio" as the ratio of the observed MAF in the selected sample to that in the general population.
We considered sampling 50, 100, and 200 subjects from families with the highest familyspecific LOD scores as shown in Fig. 1 for a SNP with MAF = 0.5% in the general population. Results for other MAF values are presented in supplementary materials. When examining Fig. 1 , it should be remembered that the MAF will not increase in a random sample of families regardless of how many and how large the families are [see panel (a) in Fig. 3 ]. It is interesting to see that using linkage information helps to improve the concentration of minor alleles in the selected families. Selecting 200 subjects (10% of the total sample of 2,000 subjects) from linkage positive families [panel (a) in Fig. 1 ] enriches the MAF modestly, with up to 5-fold enrichment in the largest sibships assuming an effect size of 2 SD. Selecting 100 subjects (5% of the 2,000 subjects) in a like manner [panel (b) ] enriches the MAF more than the larger sample of 200 subjects did. Although at first this may seem unreal, this is true because selecting 100 out of 2,000 is a more extreme sampling than selecting 200 out of the same 1,000, e.g., see [Li and Leal, 2009; Liu and Leal, 2009; Cirulli and Goldstein, 2010] . Finally, selecting only 50 subjects, which is only 2.5% of the total sample of 2,000, enriches the MAF the most, over 12 fold [see panel (c) ]. Minor alleles were found to be better enriched in larger families due to the fact that they are more informative for linkage. It is interesting and important to note that family-specific linkage evidence is useful for discriminating families in which the rare variant segregates from those where it does not segregate, even when the aggregate linkage evidence is not strong.
Enrichment through selecting unrelated subjects with extreme phenotypes in randomly ascertained families
Subjects taken from extremes of phenotypic distribution are known to have higher frequencies of rare causal variants compared with random samples from the general population [Li and Leal, 2009; Liu and Leal, 2009; Cirulli and Goldstein, 2010] . We examined this strategy by selecting subjects according to extreme phenotypes regardless of linkage information. We selected 50, 100, and 200 unrelated subjects with the largest phenotypic values from the same random families as discussed above (in the context of Fig.  1 ). The enrichment results are shown in Fig. 2 . Unlike when linkage information was used, families with smaller sizes showed better results compared to families with larger sizes. This is true because selecting unrelated subjects from larger number of small families constitutes more extreme selection than from smaller number of large families.
Comparing Figs. 1 and 2, we can see that selecting unrelated subjects with extreme phenotypes (from random samples of families) seems to enrich slightly more than selecting the same number of subjects from linkage positive families, at least for MAF = 0.5%. It is also clear that linkage information tends to perform better in larger families, while the extreme-phenotype method is more efficient in smaller families.
Enrichment through ascertainment
We evaluated enrichment of rare variants using three different ascertainment methods: randomly ascertained sibships, sibships ascertained through an affected sib (through a proband), and entire sibships with all affected sibs. We computed MAFs of the simulated causal SNP observed in the sibships ascertained by the three methods and compared them with the MAFs in the general population. The enrichment results are shown in Fig. 3 for various family sizes and ascertainment methods. Not surprisingly, as shown in panel (a) of Fig. 3 , there is no enrichment of rare variants in randomly sampled sibships: observed MAFs are identical to the values in the general population for all family sizes and effect sizes of the SNPs. It is worth mentioning that the results were averaged over 1,000 replications, and therefore represent the "expected" MAFs. For a single experiment, observed MAF could drift from generation to generation and the deviation from the expected value could be large especially in small samples.
For sibships ascertained through one proband [panel (b) in Fig. 3 ], modest enrichment was observed, with a maximum enrichment of about 3 fold among the simulated scenarios. The enrichment ratio depends on the effect size of the SNP and the sibship size: the larger the effect size of the SNP and the smaller the sibship size, the greater the enrichment. In particular, the enrichment is inversely related to family size much as it was for extreme phenotype selection (Fig. 2) . This is due to the fact that the prevalence of the disease is higher in sibpairs than in larger sibships. In other words, the enrichment gets diluted in larger sibships, which is true for this type of ascertainment method.
For sibships with all affected siblings [panel (c) in Fig. 3 ], the enrichment is substantially larger than when sibships were recruited through proband-based ascertainment. In this case, larger sibships yield better enrichment which is expected since more affected sibs in a family represents more extreme sampling. In this case, rare variants (with MAF = 0.5%) can be enriched as much as 10 to 50 fold. Finally, exact enrichment results when selecting 100 subjects using each of the strategies are presented in Table I for the SNP with MAF = 0.5% in the general population. Results for additional MAF values are shown in Supplementary Tables S2-S4.
Optimum Enrichment through selection of linkage positive families from all-affected sibships
As shown previously, sequencing samples selected based on family-specific linkage information, extreme phenotype, and non-random ascertainment all enrich rare variants. A combination of some of these strategies could provide compound enrichment. Subject to realistic design constraints, e.g., sample size, number of subjects selected for sequencing, etc., it will be useful to evaluate possible combinations of multiple enrichment strategies. Here we consider a particular combination to illustrate the added gain, namely, selecting linkage positive families from all-affected sibships. Enrichment due to selecting linkage positive families with 50, 100, and 200 subjects from multiply affected (all-affected) sibships are shown in Fig. 4 . Compared with results in Figs. 1 and 3 , such a combination provides much better enrichment of rare variants than either of the individual strategies. For example, when selecting 50 subjects [panel (c)], the enrichment varies between approximately 50 and 78 fold depending on the sibship sizes assuming that the rare variant in the population with MAF = 0.5% has an effect size of 2 SD.
Discussion
Affected sibpair design [Suarez et al., 1978] has long been popular for linkage study of common complex diseases. Zhu et al. [2010] showed that affected sibpairs enriched rare risk haplotypes better than unrelated "cases" in GWAS. A similar design with multiple affected subjects in families was recently discussed in the context of sequencing studies [Cirulli and Goldstein, 2010] . Common complex diseases usually have high prevalences and therefore affected subjects may not represent very "extremes" in populations. However, multiply affected siblings represent much more "extreme" when the family is considered as the sampling unit. Assuming bivariate normality of quantitative phenotypes in sibpairs, affected sibpairs represent 3.1% of random sibpairs assuming heritability of 0.2, and 5.4% assuming heritability of 0.8, compared with 16% for unrelated affected subjects in random populations. Therefore, families with multiple affected subjects are appealing for sequencing studies. For existing family studies where subjects were recruited previously, ascertainment is not a design parameter. However, sibships with more affected sibs should be chosen over those with fewer affected sibs when possible.
Many complex diseases are defined based on quantitative disease traits. Our second strategy that selects subjects with extreme phenotype may sound similar to the third one that selects multiply affected sibships. However, the two methods are different parting important ways: First, most current enrichment methods based on extreme phenotype select unrelated subjects typically from the extreme tails of the trait distribution. The third strategy, on the other hand, focuses on selecting sibships with several affected sibs. Second, as another possible combined strategy, selecting subjects with more extreme phenotypes in multiply affected sibships could provide further enrichment of rare causal variants (results not shown). Third, for affected subjects with medication usage, only their disease status can be identified validly while their (disease) quantitative risk factor values may be confounded by medication effects. In this paper, we used the qualitative affection status and quantitative disease trait for different purposes, the first for sampling sibships and the second for sampling unrelated subjects. When searching for rare functional variants in random families, overall linkage evidence is likely driven by a few families segregating the rare causal variant. Family-specific linkage evidence provides an effective way to sub-select certain families where the rare variant is much more prevalent (increased MAF). Bowden et al. [2010] were able to enrich a causal variant MAF from 1.1% to 18% by selecting the top two linkage informative families out of a total of 80 families. The variant explained 63% of the phenotypic variance in the two carriers' families. By selecting linkage informative families, investigators have discovered 2 causal variants for an ocular disorder [Nikopoulos et al. 2010 ] using next generation sequencing technologies.
As part of the Genetic Analysis Workshop (GAW) 17, enriching rare variants using familyspecific linkage information was evaluated using the publicly available simulated data sets. Results based on large extended pedigrees [Shi et al., 2011] showed that linkage information works best for selecting families in which founders carried minor alleles and the alleles were also transmitted to multiple offspring. In our simulation study, although only siblings were simulated, enrichment through linkage information agrees with the results based on extended pedigrees. It is expected that enrichment of rare variants through linkage evidence would perform even better when the effect size of the SNP and/or the family size were larger. We wish to note that computation of family-specific LOD scores serves as an effective sampling strategy for selecting a small subset of families which have higher odds of segregating (rare) causal variants. In particular, this does not entail any hypothesis testing.
It is important to note that even though we simulated several combinations of MAFs and effect sizes, not all of them are biologically meaningful. Current GWAS findings suggest that while common variants have small effect sizes, rarer functional variants are likely to have much larger effects [Bodmer and Bonilla, 2008; Schork et al., 2009 Zhu et al., 2010 . For the recently discovered common variants associated with blood pressure and hypertension [Levy et al., 2009; Newton-Cheh et al., 2009] , the average allelic effect is around 0.05 SD unit. The lower end of the effect size used in our simulation represents a reasonable effect for common variants but is an excessively conservative value for rare variants. On the other hand, a SNP with MAF = 5% and an effect size of 2 SD would explain 38% of the phenotypic variance in populations, which is equally unlikely for common complex diseases. As shown by Bowden et al [2010] , however, the same effect size would be realistic for rare variants.
It is known that multiple rare functional variants may coexist in a gene. In terms of statistical treatment, multiple rare variants are usually combined first through a collapsing method [Li and Leal, 2008] , scored by the number of minor alleles [Morris and Zeggini, 2010] , or weighted by allele frequencies [Madsen and Browning, 2009] . The first method implicitly pools all rare functional variants into a single "mega" variant whose MAF is the sum of MAFs of all variants. The second approach, where MAFs are used as weights, assumes that the effect sizes of all rare variants are the same and that they collectively affect the phenotype in an additive manner. For both of them, the overall effect of multiple variants is much larger than the effect size of each individual variant. As a result, even though each variant may be rare in the general population, collective frequency of all rare functional variants in a gene could be more common. Although we simulated only a single SNP in this study, the same conclusions can be applied to the cases with multiple rare variants in one genetic unit. MAFs and effect sizes of the single SNP would represent the overall MAF and effect size for the mega variant (multiple rare variants). When multiple rare variants contribute to the disease through different genes and pathways, strategies based on ascertainment and extreme phenotype could enrich them simultaneously, hence are desirable for variant discovery. On the other hand, linkage information could help to alleviate such locus heterogeneity by enriching variants at targeted loci. In this work, we did not simulate variants in multiple causal genes. Therefore, we could not evaluate the level of enrichment for multiple variants. Enriching multiple rare variants through selecting subjects with extreme phenotype in random populations was recently investigated [Li and Leal, 2009] .
Although rare variant enrichment strategies are phenotype-dependent, they allow for costeffective designs for studying particular diseases. In this work, we used a fixed sample size (number of subjects), fixed size of polygenic effect and prevalence of disease. Without loss of generality, the conclusions apply to other scenarios. When designing sequencing studies, it would be desirable to conduct simulations with parameters applicable to the particular studies and traits at hand. In real studies, deviation of the quantitative trait from normal distribution will affect the predicted enrichment results for all three strategies. Measured phenotypes could be influenced by medication use, which will affect the exact enrichment levels of rare variants through extreme phenotype as well as linkage information. Therefore, actual enrichment ratios in real studies may not be exactly as predicted from simulations. From a study design point of view, longitudinal measurements can be used to leverage linkage information as well as account for the so-called regress-to-mean effect when selecting subjects with extreme phenotypes. Finally, using families allows for identifying and confirming private (and functional) mutations, which could lead to identifying genes in the pathophysiology of complex diseases.
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Fig. 1.
Enrichment of rare variants through selection of linkage positive families in random samples of sibships, MAF=0.5%. Enrichment of rare variants through selection of unrelated subjects with extreme phenotypes in random samples of sibships, MAF=0.5%. Enrichment of rare variants through three different ascertainment approaches: random ascertainment, through an affected member (proband), and non-random ascertainment of multiply affected sibships, MAF=0.5%. Enrichment of rare variants through selection of linkage positive families in multiply affected sibships, MAF=0.5%.
Table I
Exact enrichment results when 100 subjects are selected for sequencing based on linkage information, extreme phenotype, ascertaining sibships through one affected proband, and ascertaining multiply affected sibships for MAF=0.5% 
